To make your computer more useful—
a wide choice of memory, I/O, CPU

Your computer's usefulness depends on the capability of its CPU, memories, and I/O interfaces, right? So here's a broad line of truly useful computer products that lets you do interesting things with your Cromemco Z-1 and Z-2 computers. And with your S-100-compatible Altairs and IMSAIs, too.

CPU
• Z-80 MICROPROCESSOR CARD. The most advanced µP card available. Forms the heart of our Z-1 and Z-2 systems. Also a direct replacement for Altair/IMSAI CPUs. Has 4-MHz clock rate and the power of the Z-80 µP chip. Kit (Model ZPU-K): $295. Assembled (Model ZPU-W): $395.

MEMORIES
• 16K RAM. The fastest available. Also has bank-select feature. Kit (Model 16KZ-K): $495. Assembled (Model 16KZ-W): $795.
• THE BYTESAVER—a 8K capacity PROM card with integral programmer. Uses high-speed 2708 erasable PROMs. A must for all computers. Will load 8K BASIC into RAM in less than a second. Kit (Model BSK-0): $145. Assembled (Model BSW-0): $245.
• 16K CAPACITY PROM CARD. Capacity for up to 16K of high-speed 2708 erasable PROM. Kit (Model 16KPR-K): $145. Assembled (Model 16KPR-W): $245.

I/O INTERFACES
• FAST 7-CHANNEL DIGITAL-ANALOG I/O. Extremely useful board, with 7 A/D channels and 7 D/A channels. Also one 8-bit parallel 1/O channel. Kit (Model D + 7A-K): $145. Assembled (Model D + 7A-W): $245.
• DIGITAL INTERFACE (OUR NEW TU-ART). Interfaces with teletype, CRT terminals, line printers, etc. Has not one but two serial I/O ports and two 8-bit parallel I/O ports as well as 10 on-board interval timers. Kit (Model TRT-K): $195. Assembled (Model TRT-W): $295.
• JOYSTICK. A console that lets you input physical position data with above Model D + 7 A/D card. For games, process control, etc. Contains speaker for sound effects. Kit (Model JS-1-K): $65. Assembled (Model JS-1-W): $95.

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
You get first-class quality with Cromemco. Here are actual quotes from articles by independent experts: "The Cromemco boards are absolutely beautiful"... "The BYTESAVER is tremendous"... "Construction of Cromemco I/O and joystick are outstanding"... "Cromemco peripherals ran with no trouble whatsoever."
Everyone agrees. Cromemco is tops.

STORES/MAIL
So count on Cromemco. Look into these Cromemco products at your store. Or order by mail from the factory.
We wish you pleasure and success with your computer.